City of Alexandria, Virginia
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

JUNE 8,2012

TO:

THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND

FROM:

RASHAD M. YOUNG, CITY MANAGE

SUBJECT:

CONSIDERATION OF
THE HIGH CAPACITY
CORRIDOR WORK GROUP FOR TRANSIT CORRIDOR A (ROUTE
1NORTH-SOUTH)and TRANSIT CORRIDOR B (DUKE STREET)

CITY COUNCIL

ISSUE: Consideration of the High Capacity Transit Corridor A (Route l/North-South) and
Transit Corridor B (Duke Street) recommendations of the High Cavacitv Transit Corridor Work
Group (CWG) (~&chments1 Ad 2).

-

RECOMMENDATION: Staffrecommends that City Council:
Receive the report of the High Capacity Comdor Work Group (CWG), thank the CWG for their
efforts, and after holding a public hearing on June 16,2012, adopt the recommendations in the
CWG report related to Transitway Corridor A (Route lNorth-South) and Transitway Comdor B
(Duke Street), as modified by the Transportation and Planning Commissions (as discussed in
Attachments 1 and 2).

For Corridor A, the Transportation Commission stated that the analysis of a circulator within Old
Town be sensitive to the residents' concerns and historic hfktructure. Furthermore., the
Transportation Commission encouraged additional analysis for east-west connectivity between
Corridor B, the Huntington Metrorail station and Maryland via the Woodrow Wilson Bridge, and
that community outreach be conducted as part of the analysis, and that findings be presented to
the Transportation Commission and City Council. The Planning Commission concurred with the
High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group, and the Transportation Commission
recommendation. In response to comments made by residents during the public hearing, the
Planning Commission instructed staff to review the process that would need to be followed to
remove the section of Corridor A south of Braddock Road Metro h m the Transportation Master
Plan. Staffwill bring a recommendation on this issue to the Planning Commission during the
Fall of 2012.
For Corridor B, the Transportation Commission concurred with the mmrnendation made by
the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group. The Planning Commission concurred with both
the High Capacity Transit Comdor Work Group and the Transportation Commissioa In

addition, the Planning Commission recommended that the Corridor B improvements (related to
Alternative 3c) have minimal imuacts to businesses and homeowners dona Duke Street and
noted that a bicycle facility along Duke Street be accommodated &if s&es demonskate that
the streetscape can still be enhanced.

DISCUSSION: The City's 2008 Transportation Master Plan and the City Council's 2010
Strategic Plan identify the develoment of hi& capacity transitways within the City as high
projects.
~he~ransportaion
Master Plan ihentifies a netwbrk of High capacity
..
.
r ran sit ways in three of Alexandria's most important travel corridors. Theseesetransitwa$will
allow freauent and reliable transit service to existine and future develoument areas and to local
and regioilal transit hubs. These transitways (which-&resent the corriiors served and not
necessarily the actual transitway alignment) are shown in Attachment 2 and include:
Corridor A: Route 1I North-South
Corridor B: Duke Street I Eisenhower Avenue
Corridor C: Van Dorn 1 Beauregard
The transitways are part of a larger regional system of high-capacity transit between major
activity centers, transit facilities, high density mixed use areas and employment centers.All three
of the transitways being planned for in Alexandria provide connectivity to major activity areas
within Alexandria, and connectivity to regional destinations such as the Pentagon, Shirlington,
and Fairfax County.
The City is currently analyzing the feasibility and implementation of the three transitways as part
of the Transitway Corridor Feasibility Study, which began in fall 2010. The evaluation of the
three transitway corridors was conducted with the assistance of an advisory group called the
Corridor Working Group (CWG) co-chaired by Councilman Paul Smedberg and Councilman
Rob Krupicka. The Transitway Corridor Feasibility Study includes the following:
1. Development of concepts to provide enhanced transit services;
2. Evaluation of different transit mode technologies (bus, enhanced bus, bus rapid transit,
and streetcar);
3. Evaluation of alternatives for transit operations considering median and side running
configurations;
4. ~ v a l i t i o nof the tradwfi between mixed trafl'ic and dedicated lane facilities;
5. Identification of overall corridor im~lementationaction ulans to inform and a i d e future
study and engineering efforts for each corridor;
6. Coordination with environmental permitting agencies to discuss the likely scope of future
environmental documentation to be required based on the type of funding to be sought;
7. Coordination with adjacent localities and regional agencies; and
8. Review of financial feasibility of alternatives.

.
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The first phase of the analysis focused on Corridor C, due to the completion and opening of the
BRAC-133 facility, and the related Beauregard Corridor land-use planning effort. A
recommendation for Corridor C was made by the CWG at its May 17,201 1, meeting. The
recommendation was for the implementation Alternative D (Bus Rapid Transit in dedicated lanes
between Van Dorn Metrorail Station and the Pentagon), until such time that Alternative G

(Streetcar in dedicated lanes between Van Dom Metrorail Station and the Pentagon) becomes
feasible. The City Council held a public hearing on September 17,2011, and following the
public hearing, approved the CWG recommendation, with a caveat that the Corridor C
transitway provide an improved conuection to the Northern Virginia Community College
(NVCC). Staff is in the process of initiating an Alternatives Analysis I Environmental
Assessment ( M A ) for Corridor C which is required to be completed in order to receive
federal funding. The Corridor C Transitway is anticipated to begin operation by 2017.
High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group

Given the City-wide importance of implementing the Transportation Master Plan and to
ensure an open and transparent process, a work group was created to provide input to such issues
as route aligmnents, cross-sections, methods of operation, type of vehicles, land use
considerations, ridership, and kancial implications. The group, known as the High Capacity
Transit Corridor Work Group (CWG) includes: two members of City Council, one representative
from the Planning Commis$on, one representative of the Transportation ~ommissioione
rewesentative of the Budaet and Fiscal Affairs Advisorv Commission. one reoresentative of the
&amber of Commerce, G o residents appointed by thekederation of civic Lsociations, and
one resident with transit planning expertise.

The CWG held a total of 14public meetings throughout the come of the project. Three of the
meetings focused on Corridor A, and six focused on Corridor B. An opportunity for public
comment was provided at all meetings, and staff has received public comments through other
efforts as well, including via the project webpage, emails and letters. In order to enhance public
input, the CWG allowed public participation twice during the meetings. Public input was
solicited first after staff and the consultant presentations were completed. Subsequently, input
was requested after deliberationsby the CWG members were completed to help the CWG
members finalize their recommendations. All public comments related to Corridors A and B
provided to date have been forwarded to the CWG and a summary of the key issues and
constraints identified by the consultant and public are attached as part of this memorandum
(Attachment 4).
Corridor A - Route 1/ North-South
Analysis for Corridor A included a review of existing conditions, an assessment of corridor
needs, and the development of concepts. Four concepts were developed and initially reviewed
with the CWG. These four concepts are described in the Corridor A Technical Report (dated
December 2011). The four concepts considered included:

Concept 1:No Build
Concept 2: West Street
Concept 3: Patrick Street / Henry Street
Concept 4: Washington Street

The concepts were initially reviewed to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each. The
concepts would typically be evaluated using more detailed screening criteria. The screening
criteria include four broad categories including 1) effdveness; 2) impacts; 3) cost
effectiveness; and 4) h c i a l feasibility. In the case of Corridor A, the study team recognized
that the development of a transit service and infktruchm for additional north-south through
transit service south of the Braddock Road Metrorail station was not a priority by either the
CWG or the public. The public and the CWG expressed a strong des&to fo& on transportation
solutions to enhance local mobilitv and connectivitv within Old Town and existine Metrorail
stations at Braddock Road and
Street. Therefore, the four concepts did not pkceed through
the more detailed screening analysis.
The technical report, dated December, 2011, was prepared by the consultant and recommended
that a circulator service within Old Town be further analwed in the near term as oart of the
City's Comprehensive Operations Analysis. The report &commended that in thelong tam, the
City should continue to monitor tramportation, land use and development, and regional policy
and planning conditions as they relate to Corridor A.

Corridor A Recommendation by High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group
Based on the analysis described above, at their December 15,2011, meeting, the CWG
recommended that no dedicated transitwav be c o m c t e d on Corridor A south of Braddock
Road Metrorail station, and that in the n& tenn, and that the City should examine a potential
circulator route within Old Town. Such a circulator service would be analyzed as part of the
Comprehensive Operations Analysis of bus service that will begin in the &er
2012. The
following motion was made and approved by the CWG:

"Whereas the Alexandria Comprehemive TransportationMaster Plan
conceptually envisioned the eventual location of high capacity transit in dedicated
lanes in the portion of Corridor A south ofBraddockMETR0 Station; and
Whereas the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group was appointed to
recommend methodr for implementing the Alexandria Comprehensive
TransportationMaster Plan to City Council;
Be it hereby resolved that the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group
recommends that there be no dedicated-lane high capacity transit on the portion
of Corridor A south of Braddock METRO Station. Instead, the High Capacity
Transit Com'dor Work Group recommends that available resources be used to
-lore the possibility ofputting circulator buses/trolleys or otherforms of
conventional and scale appropriate transit in thisportion of the City".
Corridor B - Duke Street I Eisenhower Avenue
Analysis for Corridor B included a review of existing conditions, an assessment of corridor
needs, development of alternatives and screening criteria, and analysis of the alternatives using
saeening criteria.
Transitway alignment alternatives were developed for Corridor B (the Duke S W i s e n h o w e r
4
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Avenue corridor). The three alignments were evaluated to weigh the benefit of a transitway
along Duke Street. Eisenhower Avenue. or a combination of Duke Street and Eisenhower
~v&ue.Duke ~ & twas selected as thk preferred alignment for a dedicated transitway, based
upon an evaluation of preliminary screening criteria, feedback from the CWG, and public input.
At the same time, it was recommended that existing transit service along Eisenhower Avenue be
improved through additional transit service and improved passenger amenities.
For the Duke Street preferred alignment, six preliminary trausitway altematives were initially
evaluated. The alternatives varied by the number of lanes and manner in which transit and
general purpose lanes were accommodated, but had identical termini. Based on CWG and public
input, the six alternatives were n m w e d to four refined altematives for more detailed screening.
These four altematives are described in the Comdor B Technical Report, (dated December
2011). The four alternatives included:
Alternative 1:Existing Lane Configuration
Alternative 2: Uses Service Road Right-of-way
Alternative 3: Reversible Lane to Allow Dedicated Transit Lanes
Alternative 3 Variation: Reversible Lane to Allow Peak Period Dedicated Transit Lanes
Alternative 4: Median Running
All of the alternatives include pedestrian enhancements, especially at transit stations. Screening
criteria included four broad categories including 1) effectiveness; 2) impacts; 3) cost
effectiveness; and 4) financial feasibility. The screening criteria are ftnther described in the
Corridor B Technical Report (dated April, 2012). As a result of the secondary evaluation,
Alternative 1 and a variation of Alternative 3 were selected for ftnther investigation. The CWG
expressed interest for a more detailed impact evaluation of these altematives both with and
without on-street bike lanes. The provision of bike facilities would be consistent with the City's
Complete Streets Policy, which was adopted by Council in April 201 1. The alternatives were
redefined as:
Alternative la: Existing Lane Configuration (without bike accommodation)
Alternative lb: Existing Lane Configuration (with bike accommodation)
Alternative 3a: Reversible Lane (without bike accommodation)
Alternative 3b: Reversible Lane (with bike accommodation)
At its February 16,2012, meeting the CWG expressed interest in an option that combined
Altemative 3b (where sDace is available for bike lanes) and Alternative 3a (where bike facilities
are provided along a p&el route to Duke Street). This option became kndwn as Alternative
3c.
After the completion of the detailed d g ,staff worked with the consultant to develop a
recommendation for Comdor B, based on the screening evaluation, and input h m the CWG,
s w and the public. A technical memorandum dated April, 2012, summarizes the
mmmendation for a preliminary preferred alternative and phasing strategy that was presented
to the CWG for consideration.

Corridor B Recommendation by High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group
Based on the analysis described above, at their March 15,2012 meeting, the CWG recommended
a phased approach to implementation of an effective transit operation with minimized property
impacts. The recommendation included initiating Bus Rapid Transit along Duke Street through
the implementation of Alternative la, but examined an off-Duke Street, parallel bicycle facility.
Following implementation of Alternative la, the City should proceed with implementation of
Alternative 3c, and continue to examine a bicycle facility along Duke Street.
The following motion was made and approved by the CWG:
"The combination of Duke Street Alternatives l a and 3c, are the preferred
approachfor phased implementation of a dedicated transitway in Com'dor
B. Alternative l a would be thefirstphase of transitway implementation on Duke
Street. It would create dedicated transit lanes in existing six-lane sections of Duke
Street between Landmark Mall and Jordan Street and between Roth Street and
Diagonal Road. In the remaining section of Duke Street between Jordan Street
and Roth Street, transit would operate in mixedflow. A parallel 08-corridor
bicyclefacility should be examined to accommodate bicyclists along Duke Street
and improvedpedestrianfacilities would be provided at intersections and near
transit stations. Preliminary implementation should prioritize enhanced
pedestrian safety and improvements at Taylor Run Parkway.
Alternative 3c would be the subsequent phase of transitway implementation on
Duke Street. It would build on Alternative l a by widening Duke Street to provide
a reversible lane between Jordan Street and Roth Street. The reversible lane
would be conJigured to allow Duke Street to accommodate a dedicated transit
lane in the peak hour and peak direction of traflcflow during the a.m. andp.m.
peakperiods along Duke Street. Alternative 3c should continue to examine a
bicyclefacility along Duke Street along with corridor-wide pedestrian
improvements. However, the Work Group believes that bicycles should be
accommodated in this corridor ifstudies demonstrate that the streetscape can still
be enhanced".

Consistency with Land Use and Small Area Plans
Corridor A
Under this ~rooosal.the transit vehicles cross the Monroe Avenue bridge and would turn east on F i t
Street to the s&ice'road located along the Metro rail tracks and to the graddock Road Metrorail station.
The transit vehicles north of the bridge to the Metrorail station will be within shared lanes.
This approach is consistent with the Braddock Metro Neighborhood Plan, which states the "transit route
will operate along the Route I com'dor between the Pentagon and the Braddock Road station and offer
transit access to andfrom the areas between these two Metro stations that are spaced over three
miles apart ... As to the portion of the alignment that is within the Braddock Metro neighborhood,
the community has expressed a preference for the transit route to be located along the service road

adjacent to the Metro Rail tracks after and connecting with First Street at Route I . Thefinal transit
alignment is contingent on right-of-way access to the service road and operationaI analysis, such as
ruming radii. " The plan also states that some members of the community also 'expressed opposition to
bus rapid transit and any potential transit conidors in any location within the Braddook Metro

neighborhood.
The location and routing of Corridor A is consistent with the planning that occurred as part of the
Braddock Metro Neighborhood Plan. In fact, as uart of the recmtlv a w d Braddock Gatewav
proposal, a conditikwas added to incorporate a-station as part of jhedevelopment proposal in anticipation of the transit route. Fimt Street and the Metrorail service road will not be widened. The
location, route and characta of the proposed route are consistent with the Braddock Metro Neighborhood
Plan and recent development approvals.
Comdor B
The planned comdor is within the Taylor Run and Seminary Hill and LandmarkNan Dorn Small
Area Plans. The proposed transit improvements are generally within the existing right of way.
The zoning adjacent to the transit comdor generally consists of relatively lowdensity
commercial zones such as C-G and C-L, and lower density residential zones such as R-8 and RB.
The area within the LandmarkNan Dorn Plan anticipates CDD zoning as part of the potential
redevelopment within the Plan. The proposed transitway would be an extension of the
transitway planued as part of the future redevelopment of the Landmark Mall.
Process
Generally, significant planned capital road and transit improvements within the City are included
in a Master Plan when approved by the Planning Commission and City Council. In this case, the
general alignments of Comdors A and B were approved as part of the 2008 adopted
Transportation Master Plan and are a City-wide transportation facility with City-wide
transportation and land-use implications. Given the importance of these transit facilities and
their broad citywide benefit, staff is recommending a phased implementation strategy for each of
the three transitway corridors already approved in the Transportation Master Plan.

After the specific alignments are approved by City Council, transitway elements including
landscaping, streetscape and shelters will require subsequent briefing to the Planning
~ommi&ionand the rans sport at ion commission and & i d d o n and approval b y city
Council. This approach provides the community and stakeholders the opportunity to review and
comment on the proposed transitway.
Conclusion
The proposed transitways along all three corridors will significantly improve transit speed and
reliability through areas of the City that are positioned for redevelopment and increased
employment and population. These transitways were discussed ex&ively as part of the 2008
Transportation Master Plan. The Council's Strategic Plan includes an objective to increase transit
options for locally-oriented trips emphasizing inter-jurisdictional coordination. The
r&ommendationby the C W G a~n&aryimpl&entation
component of the Master Plan.
Staff supports the recommendations for Comdors A and B, as they balance many of the goals of

the City and the existing and planned development for these areas of the City. As with all
implementation measures, the City often must balance competing objectives, including transit,
cost and neighborhood context.

Next Steps
Once a final Council decision is made, the Comdor A and B projects can proceed to the next
phases. For Comdor A, this would include the analysis of a circulator within Old Town, as part
of the Comprehensive Operations Analysis, scheduled to begin in summer 2012. For Corridor B,
the next step would be to conduct an Alternatives Analysis / Environmental Assessment
( M A ) . Since Conidor B is a lower priority than Corridor C, the AA I EA is not anticipated to
begin until 2018. Following the AAIEA, if funding is in place, the project will move into design,
right-of-way acquisition and construction.

FISCAL IMPACT: For Comdor A, there will be a lesser amount of capital funds required to
imulement the recommendation of the CWG. If an additional circulator service is imulemented
in bld own, the operating cost of this service could be around $1 million annually. h i s is only
an estimate, and the actual alignment, service patterns, and the manner that existing transit
senices are modified to accommodate this service will be determined by the Comprehensive
Operational Analysis.
For Corridor B, the planning level capital cost estimate to implement Bus Rapid Transit as part
of Option 3c is $39 million. These estimates do not include right-of-way costs, maintenance
facility, rolling stock or ongoing operating costs. The funding sources would likely primarily be
City CIF' and developer monies, as well as federal assistance in addition to local funding. Given
the state of federal tmqmtation funding and the fact that the federal funds for this purpose are
competitively awarded, there is a high degree of uncertainty regarding substantial future federal
transportation funding.

ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: Comdor A Recommendation by CWG, Transportation Commission and
Planning Commission
Attachment 2: Comdor B Recommendation by CWG, Transportation Commission and
Planning Commission
Attachment 3: City Transitway Initiatives
Attachment 4: Summary of Key Issues and Constraints (Corridors A and B)

STAFF:
Bruce Johnson, Chief of Staff
Mark Jinks, Deputy City Manager
Richard J. Baier, P.E., LEED AP, Director, T&ES
Faroll Hmer, Director, P&Z
Abi Lerner, P.E., Deputy Director, T&ES
Jeff Farner, Deputy Director, P&Z
Jim Maslanka, T&ES
Antonio Baxter, Division Chief, Administration, T&ES
Steve Sindiong, Principal Trausportation Planner, T&ES

Attachment 1
Implementation of Transitway Corridor A (Route 1 I North-South)
Recommendation by High Capacity Transit Corrldor Work Group (CWG)
The following motion was passed by the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group at its
December 15,2011 , meeting, regarding transit in Conidor A:
Whereas the Alexandria Comprehensive Transportation Master Plan conceptually envisioned
the eventual location of high capacity transit in dedicated lanes in the portion of Com'dcf A south
of Braddock METRO Station; and
Whereas the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group was appointed to recommend
methods for implementing the Alexandria Comprehensive TransportationMaster Plan to City
Council;
Be it hereby resolved that the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group recommends that
there be no dedicated-lane high capacity transit on the portion of Corridor A south of Braddock
METRO Station. Instead, the High Capacity Transit Com'dw Work Group recommends that
resources be used to explore the possibility of putting circulator buse&oIleys or other forms of
conventional and scale appropriate transit in this portion of the City.
Recommendation by Transportation Commission
At the May 2, 2012, Transportation Commission meeting, a public hearing was held on
the recommendation made by the High Capacity ~rans&CohdorWork ~ k u (CWG)
p
for the
implementation of Corridor A (Route l/North-South).The following motion was moved,
seconded and approved by the Transportation Commission:
The Alexandria Transportation Commission concurs with the recommendation made by the
High Capacity Transit Com'dor Work Group in the following Resolution that the Work Group
adopted on December 15,2011:
"Whereas the Alexandn'a Compmhensive Transportation Master Plan
conceptually envisioned the eventual locatron of high capacity transit in
A south of Braddock METRO
dedicated lanes i n the p o d o n of Commdw
Station; and
"Whereas the Hlgh Capacity Transit C&dor Work Group was appointed to
recommend methods for im~lemenllnathe Alexandrle Comwehensive
Transportatlon aster plan CHy coincil;

fo

"Be it hereby resolved that the High Capacity Transit Corrldw Work Group
recommends that there be no dedicatWane hlgh capacity transit on the
pottion of Corrldw A south of Braddock METRO Statlon. Instead, the High
Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group recommends that resources be used

to axplore the possibility of putting circulator busedtrolleys or other fonns
of conventional and scale appropriate transit In this porfion of the City."

After careful review of the high capacity transit options in the portion of Corridor A south of the
Braddock METRO Rail Station, the TransportationCommission has determined that dedicated
right-of-way transit is not viable on the streets of Old Town.
The Transportation Commission recommends that City Council explore the expansion of EastWest connections between Old Town and the existing MehRail Stations as the most effective
way to encourage transit use in this area. Any such connections made must be done with
maximum sensitivity to residents' concerns and the historic infrastructure in Old Town. The
Transpottation Commission further reoommends that City Council direct City staff to engage in
community outreach on this matter and that at least one public hearing be held by the
TransportationCommission on any proposal regarding East- West connectivity before any action
to implement such is taken.
While the Work Group considered and ultimately rejected all three proposed "build" options for
the portion of Transit Corridor A south of Braddock METRO Rail Station (i.e., (I)West Street,
(2) PatricWHenry Street, and (3) Washington Street), the Transportation Commission urges City
staff to explore additional connectivity from Transit Comidor B into Fairfax County via the
Huntington MefroRail Station, and into Maryland via the Wilson Bridge, and to present all
findings to the Transportation Commission and City Council on any potential "bui1d"option.s
identifimd.
(NOTE: This was approved by a vote of 6 to 1. with both Council members abstaining, by the
Transportation Commission on May 2, 2012.)

Recommendation by Planning Commission
At the June 5,2012 Planning Commission meeting, a public hearing was held on
the recommendation made by the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group (CWG)for the
implementation of Corridor A (Route IINorVI-South).The following motion was moved,
seconded and appmved by the Planning Commission:
The Planning Commission reaffirmed support for the motions for Corridor A that were passed by
both the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group, and the Transportation Commission.
(NOTE: This was approved by a vote of 5 to 0 by the Planning Commission on June 5, 2012.)

Attachment 2
Implementation of Transitway Corridor B (Duke Street)
Corridor B (Duke Street) Recommendation by High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group
The following motion was passed by the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group at its
March 15,2012, meeting, regarding transit in Corridor B:

7 h e combination of Duke Street Alternatives l a and 3c, are the preferred approach for phased
implementation of a dedicated transitway in W d o r B. Alternative l a would be the first phase
of transitway implementation on Duke Street. It would create dedicated transit lanes in existing
six-lane sections of Duke Street between Landmark Mall and Jordan Street and between Roth
Street and Diagonal Road. In the remaining section of Duke Street between Jordan Sfreet and
Roth Street, transit would operate in mixed flow. A parallel off-condor bicycle facility should be
examined to accommodate-bicvclists alona Duke & e e t and im~rovedmdestrian Gcilities
would be provided at intersectibns and near transit stations. Prelimina& implementation should
prioritize enhanced pedestrian safety and improvements at Taylor Run Parkway.
Alternative 3c would be the subsequent phase of transitway implementation on Duke Street. It
would build on Alternative l a by widening Duke Street to provide a reversible lane between
Jordan Street and Roth Street. The reversible lane would be configured to allow Duke Street to
accommodate a dedicated transit lane in the peak hour and peak direction of trafic flow during
the a.m. and p.m. peak periods along Duke Street, Alternative 3c should wntinue to examine a
bicycle facility along Duke Street along with corridor-wide pedesfrian improvements. However,
the Work Group believes that bicycles should be accommodated in this corridor if studies
demonstrate that the streetscape can still be enhanced."
Recommendation by Transportation Commission
At the May 2, 2012 Transportation Commission meeting, a public hearing was held on
the recommendation made by the High Capacity Transit Corridor W o k Group (CWG)for the
implementation of Conidor B (Duke Street). The following motion was moved,
seconded and approved by the Transportation Commission:
TheAlexandria TransportationCommission concurs with the
recommendation made by the High Capacity Transit Corridor Work Group
in the following Resolution that the Work Group adopted on March 15,
2012:
"The combination of Duke Street Alternatives l a and 3c, are the preferred
approach for phased implementation of a dediated transitway in Corridor
6.Alternative l a would be the flrst phase of transitway implementation on
Duke Street it would create dedicated translt lanes in existing six-lane
sections of Duke Street between Landmark Mall and Jordan Street and
between Roth Street and Diagonal Road. In the remalnlng section of Duke
Street between Jonlan Street and Roth Street. transit would operate in
blcvcle facilitv should be examined to
mixed flow. A ~arallelM&dor
a~commodate'bic~cliists
along Duke b e e f and-Improved pedestrian
faciliUes would be provlded at intersections and near transit stations.

Preliminary implementation should prionluze enhanced pedestrian safety
and Improvements at Taylor Run Parkway.
Alternative 3c would be the subsequent phase of transltway
Im~lementationon Duke Street It would bulld on Alternative l a by
widening Duke Street to provide a reverslble lane between Jordan Street
and Roth Street. The reverslble lane would be conflgured to allow Duke
Street to accommodate a dedlcated transit lane In the peak hour and peak
direction of traMc flow durlng the a.m. and p.m. peak parlods along Duke
Street Alternative 3c should continue to axamlne a bicycle facillty along
Duke Street along with commdor-wide
pedestrian improvements. However,
the Work Group believes that blcycles should be accommodated in this
corridor if studies demonstrate that the streetscape can still be enhanced."
(NOTE: This was approved by a vote of 7 to 0, with both Council members abstaining, by the
Transportation Commission on May 2, 2012.)

Recommendation by Plannlng Commlsslon
At the June 5, 2012 Planning Commission meeting a public hearing was held on the
recommendation made by the CWG for the implementation of Conidor B. The following motion
was moved and seconded, and approved by the Planning Commission. The motion passed on a
vote of 5 to 0.
The Planning Commission reaftinned support for the motions for Corridw 6 that were passed by
both the ~ i g Capacity
h
Transit Corridor work Group, and the Transportation ~ommi.&on,
provided that Alternative 3c has minimal impacts to businesses and homeowners. In addition,
the following language (underlined) should be added to the original motion passed by the High
Capacity Transit Gnridw Work Group:
"The combination of Duke Street AEtematlves l a and 3c, are the prefrwred
apptvach for phased implementation of a dedicated transltway in Commdor
6. Alternative l a would be the flrst phase of transifway Implementation on
Duke Street. If would create dedicated transit lanes In exlstlng six-lane
sections of Duke Street between Landmark Mall and Jordan Street and
between Roth Street and Diagonal Road. In the remaining section of Duke
Street between Jordan Street and Roth Stmet, translt would operate In
mixed flow. A parallel off-comomdor
blcycle faclllty should be examlned to
accommodate bicyclists along Duke Street and improved pedesttfan
facilities would be provided at intersections and near transit stations.
Prelimlnary Implementation should prlonluze enhanced pedestrian safety
and improvements at Taylor Run Parkway.
Alternative 3c would be the subsequent phase of translfway
implementation on Duke Street It would build on Alternative l a by
widening Duke Street to provlde a revenlble lane between Jordan Street
and Roth Street. The reversible lane would be conflgured to allow Duke

Street to accommodate a dedlcated transit lane in the m k hour and mak
direction of traffic flow during the a.m. and p.m. peak b o d s along duke
Street Alternative 3c should contlnue to examlne a bicycle facllky along
Duke Street along with corridor-wide pedestrian improvements. However,
the Work Group believes that blcycles should be accommodated in this
corrldor&y ifstudies demonstrate that the streetscape can still be
enhanced."
(NOTE: This was approved by a vote of 5 to 0 by the Planning Commission on June 5.2012)

Alternative 1A

Gordon Street to Wheeler Avenue

S. Quaker Lane to Roth Street
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Transit in mixed flow on existing 4-lane segments and in dedicated lanes on existing 6lane segments. Curb lanes would also allow right-turns for general purpose traffic.
Transitway uses queue jumps to avoid congestion and reduce disruption to Duke Street
traffic.
Adds a westbound lane between Jordan Street and Gordon Street, converting service
road from two-way to one-way.
Adds a westbound lane between Wheeler Ave and S. Quaker Lane.
Realigns eastbound on-ramp at Telegraph Road and access to adjacent property
Examines an off-Duke Street facility1route to accommodate bicyclists.
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Alternative 3C

Jordan Street to Wheder Avenue

S. Quaker Lane to Roth Street

Landmark Mal to Jordan Street,
Whadsr Avenue to S. Quaker Lane 8
Roth Street to King Street Metro
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Travelway identical to Alternative l a between Landmark Mall and Jordan Street, Roth
Street and Taylor Run Parkway, Callahan Drive and King Street Metrorail Station.
Travelway widened to approximately 61 feet between Jordan Street and Wheeler
Avenue (same width as existing section between Wheeler Avenue and Roth Street).
Travelway widened to 72 feet between S. Quaker Lane and Roth Street (adds lane to
accommodate heavy traffic flow from Quaker Lane to Telegraph Road).
No left-turn lane during peak periods between Jordan Street and Wheeler Avenue.
Off-Duke (parallel) bicycle facility, and examines a Duke Street bicycle facility (such as
bike lanes, cycle track or multi-use path).
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Alternative 3C Costs and Characteristics
Plannina-Level Cost Estimate
Capital: $39 million
Fleet (25year): $16 million
ROW: $4 million
Operating (25-year): $60 million
Phvsical Characteristics
Low-floor BRT vehicles
Dedicated (curbside) lanes
Ofi-board fare collection
Service specific branding and identity
Substantial transit stations
O~erationalCharacteristics
Transit signal priority at intersections
Real-time service information
7.5-minute peak period headways
15-minute off-peak headways
18 hours of service (Monday through Saturday)
12 hours of service on Sunday
Peak period travel time of 19 minutes (one-way from Landmark Mall
to King Street Metrorail Station)
2035 Weekday Ridership estimate of 9,000 to 13.000 riders per day
Nofe:anninglevel cast estlmatas but shown h year 2012 d0lb-s and do not hdude
addlllonal umUwew or escalaUor~to a Mcm,year mMoolnl of conslruction. Totals listed do not lncluds
costs form& u?JMv;ekarton&aw service. &the c ~ c a d f s o r ~ a v lmaovements
/ ~ ~ that
may be m
iamcumnt/y,M but r& mqu/red for the t r a n s t t m ;

Transitway Corridor Feasib'ity Study
Summary of Key Issues and Constraints for Corridors A and B

Corridor A (Route l/North-South) Key h u e s and Constraints
Significant travel demand (local and regional) in the north-south direction in east
Alexandria
Significant peak period congestion on US 1 (Patrick and Henry Streets) and Washington
Street
Narrow rights-of-way compared to functional needs of streets
Narrow travel lanes on Route 1
Narrow sidewalks and lack of room for shelters
Impacts to Streetscapes
Noise, vibration and Air quality impacts, especially to historic shuctures
Compatibility with Land Use and Historic Character
Impacts to existing on-street parking
Limited enforcement of HOV lanes
Location of Metrorail stations doesn't

Corridor B (Duke Street) Key Issues and Constraints
Transit is needed to support future growth

Need to coordinate with future development including Landmark Mall
Congestion in the area between Quaker Lane and Telegraph Road, and need to maintain
capacity
Constrained areas with only 4 lanes (Jordan to Roth Street)
+

Service roads are valued by the community (Need for trash pickup, deliveries, parking)
Streetscape Impacts along Duke Street

Pedestrian safety, especially across Duke Street, such as at Taylor Run Parkway
Concern of Right-of-way impacts to private properties
Lack of east-west bicycle facilities along or near Duke Street

Need improved multi-modal connectivity to Eisenhower Avenue
Need for a multi-phased approach to implementing the transitway

Need dedicated lanes for system effectiveness

dor A - Recommended
Complete the adopted CCPY transitway
project from Braddock Road Metrorail station
to Arlington County
Use DASH Comprehensive Operations
Analysis (COA) to develop a circulator
concept for Corridor A in conjunction with the
comprehensive review of all transit services
within Old Town

or B Recornmen
Alternative 1 a
Gordon Street to Wheeler Avenue

S. Quaker Lane to Roth Street
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Landmark Mall to Jordan Street,
Roth Street to Taylor Run Parkway, &
Callahan Drive to King Street Metro

Description
Transit in mixed flow on existing 4-lane segments and in dedicated lanes on existing 6-lane segments
Transitway uses queue jumps to avoid congestion and reduce disruption to Duke Street traffic
Adds a WB lane between Jordan Street and Gordon Street, converting service road from two-way to one-way
Adds a WB lane between Wheeler Ave and S. Quaker Lane
Realigns EB on-ramp at Telegraph Road and access to adjacent property
Off-corridor bicycle accommodation
Pedestrian improvements at station locations
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dor B Recommends
Alternative 3 c
Jordan Street to Wheeler Avenue
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Landmark Mall to Jordan Street,
Wheeler Avenue to S. Quaker Lane &
Roth Street to King Street Metro
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Description
Travelway identical to Alternative 1 A between Landmark Mall and Jordan Street, Roth Street and Taylor Run Parkway, Callahan
Drive and King Street Metro
Travelway widened to approximately 61 feet between Jordan Street and Wheeler Avenue (same width as existing section
between Wheeler Avenue and Roth Street)
Travelway widened to 72 feet between S. Quaker Lane and Roth Street (adds lane to accommodate heavy traffic flow from
Quaker Lane to Telegraph Road)
No left-turn lane during peak periods between Jordan Street and Wheeler Avenue
O f f - and on-corridor bicycle accommodation
Pedestrian improvements corridor-wide
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dor B Concep
Alternative 3: Curb Running in Dedicated Lanes with Reversible Lane

ut New Lanes

New Lanes

-

.- Street
--.- Railrood
Opportunity Area
Body of Water

Metro Stations

*

Potential Origin/Deslinafion

Description
Alternative 3a - Without Bike Lanes
Alternative 3b - With Bike Lanes
Transit running along curb
Transit in dedicated lanes for segments with 6 lanes
Reversible lane (Jordan to Wheeler) for general purpose traffic (Peak flow)
Transit in dedicated lanes in other areas based on peak flow
Requires widening in 4-lane segments ( 2 miles total)
Impacts to property and frontage roads
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Jackie Henderson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Steve Sindiong
Wednesday, June 13,2012 8:43 AM
City Council; City Council Aides
Jackie Henderson; Rose Boyd; Rich Baier; Abi Lerner; Sandra Marks; Donna Fossum;
Jennifer IVitchell; Jesse Jennings; Justin ; Kevin Posey; Louisa Ward; Philip Voorhees; Rob
Krupicka; William Euille
Transitway Corridors A and B - Letters from the Transportation Commission
2012-05-30-TC Letters to Council Corridors A and B-Signed.pdf

Dear Mayor Euille and members of the City Council:
Please see attached two letters from the Transportation Commission regarding their recommendations for Transitway
Corridors A (North-South) and B (Duke Street). These are based on a motion following a public hearing at the May 2,
2012 Transportation Commission Meeting. The recommendations will be presented to the Council at its meeting
tonight, and a public hearing on the project will be held on June 16, 2012. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you.
Steve Sindiong, AlCP
Principal Transportation Planner
City of Alexandria, Virginia
Department of Transportation & Environmental Services
421 King Street Suite 300
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
www.alexandriava.~ov/localmotion

Office Phone (direct) 703.746.4047
Cell Phone (mobile)
571.319.7109
Fax
703.746.3298

Alexandria Transportation Commission
301 King Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Mayor William D. Euille and Members of City Council
City Hal1
30 1 King Street
Alexandria, VA 223 14
May 29,20 12
Re:

Transitway Corridor A (Route l/North-South) Recommendation

Dear Mayor Euille and Members of City Council:
At its May 2,2012 meeting, the Transportation Commission (Conmission) held a public hearing on the High
Capacity Transit Comdor Work Group (CWG) recommendation on Transitway Corridor A.

After carehl review of the high capacity transit options in the portion of Corridor A south of the Braddock METRO
Rail Station, the Transportation Commission has determined that dedicated right-of-way transit is not viable on the
streets of Old Town. This is consistent with the recommendation that was made by the High Capacity Transit
Corridor Work Group at its December 15,201 1 meeting.

The Transportation Commission recommends that City Council explore the expansion of East-West connections
between Old Town and the existing Metrorail Stations as the most effective way to encourage bansit use in this area.
Any such connections made must be done with maximum sensitivity to residents' concerns and the historic
inhtructure in Old Town. The Transportation Commission further recommends that City Council direct City staff
to engage in community outreach on this matter and that at least one public hearing be held by the Transportation
Commission on any proposal regarding East-West connectivity before any action to implement such is taken.
While the Work Group considered and ultimately rejected all three proposed "build" options for the portion of
Transit Corridor A south of Braddock METRO Rail Station (i.e., (1) West Street, (2) PatricWHenry Street, and (3)

Washington Street), the Transportation Commission urges City staff to explore additional connectivity from Transit
Corridor B into Fairfax County via the Huntington Metrorail Station, and into Maryland via the Wilson Bridge, and
to present all findings to the Transportation Commission and City Council on any potential ''build" options
identified.
We appreciate your consideration of the Commission's input toward this very important project.

Kevin H. Posev
/
Chair, Alexandria Transportation Commission
cc:

Alexandria City Council
Alexandria Transportation Commission

Alexandria Transportation Commission
301 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

Mayor William L). Euille and Members of City Council
City Hall
301 King Street
Alexandria, VA 223 14
May 29,20 12
Re:

Transitway Comdor B (Duke Street) Recommendation

Dear Mayor Euille and Members of City Council:
At its May 2,2012 meeting, the Transportation Commission (Commission) held a public hearing on the High
Capacity Transit Comdor Work Group (CWG) recommendation on Transitway Corridor B.

The Alexandria Transportation Commission concurs with the recommendation made by the High Capacity Transit
Corridor Work Group in the following Resolution that the Work Group adopted on March 15,2012:

"The combination of Duke Street Alternatives l a and 3c, are the preferred approachfor phased
implementation of a dedicated transitway in Corridor B. Alternulive l a would be the first phase
of transitway implementation on Duke Street. It would create dedicated transit lanes in exbting
sk-lane sections of Duke Street between Landmark Mall and Jordaa Street and between Roth
Street and Diagonal Road. In the remaining section of Duke Street between Jordan Street and
Rotk Street, transit would operate in miredflow, A parallel of-corridor bicyclefacilify should be
mamined to accommodate bicyclists along Duke Street and improved pedestrian facilities would
be provided at intersections and near transit stations. Prelimin- implementation should
prioritize enhancedpedesfrian safety and improvements af Taylor Run Parkway.
"Alternative 3c would be the subsequentphare of transitway implementation on Duke Street. It
would build on Alternative l a by widening Duke Street lo provide a reversible lane between
Jordan Street and Roth Street. The reversible lane would be configured to allow Duke Street to
accommodate a dedicated transit lane in the peak hour andpeak direction of trofficjlow during
the a.m. andp.m. peak period aloag Duke Street. Alternative 3c should continue to examine a
bicyclefacility along Duke Street along with corridor-widepedestrian improvements. However,
the Work Group believes thot bicycles should be accommodated in t h l corridor ifstudies
demonstrate thot the streetscope can still be edanced. "
We appreciate your consideration of the Commission's input toward this very important project.
Sincerely,

Kevin H. Posey
f
Chair, Alexandria Transportation Commission
cc:

Alexandria City Council
Alexandria Transportation Commission

Jackie Henderson
Heidi Ford <ha.fordl23@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, June 12,2012 10:07 PM
William Euille; Frank Fannon; Kerry Donley; Alicia Hughes; Del Pepper; Paul Smedberg;
Rose Boyd; Jackie Henderson; Rob Krupicka; Linda Owens; Elizabeth Jones
COA Contact Us: Transit Corridor A, 13 June Docket Item 16
ef873753aOb4cdOeff38923d9674207d.docx;ATT00001.txt

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Issue Type: Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members
First Name: Heidi
Last Name: Ford
Street Address:

1022 Oronoco Street

City: Alexandria
State: virginia
Zip: 22314
Phone: 703 518 0611
Email Address:

ha.fordl23@yahoo.com

Subject: Transit Corridor A, 13 June Docket Item 16
Mayor Euille and Members of the City Council:
I am writing to ask the
you endorse the "no-build" consensus of the High Capacity Transitway
Corridor Working Group, the Transportation Commission, and the
Planning
Commission regarding Corridor A, and to correspondingly amend the
City's
Transportation Master Plan to reflect the unanimous decision that
dedicated-lane transit south of the Braddock Metro Station in Corridor A
Comments: has been thoroughly studied and determined to be infeasible.
The 2008
Transportation Master Plan outlined three proposed transit corridors that
it specifically characterized as "conceptual in nature," (pp. 1-3, 1-4,
1-7) and which it states were developed for the "purpose of identifying
initial issues and concerns." (p. 1-3) The Plan further directs that
"upon public review and stakeholder input, one or more corridors may be
identified as a priority to move forward in the project development
process." (p. 1-3)
1

The High Capacity Transitway Corridor Working Group
that the City established fulfilled both of these tasks. Its members
thoroughly studied each Corridor, and for Corridor A, they unanimously
concluded there be no dedicated-lane high capacity transit on the portion
of Corridor A south of the Braddock Metro Station. Their decision has
been
reaffirmed by both the Transportation and Planning Commissions. The
unanimous consensus of these three groups reflects the recognition that
dedicated, high capacity transit is not feasible given the unique
constraints and character of Old Town and West Old Town.
The factors
that constrain dedicated transit in Corridor A are physical, enduring
realities, not transitory trends. These factors are rooted in the historic
nature and street grid of this part of Alexandria and will not change. The
street grid in Parker Gray and Old Town was well established by 1789.
The
stoops of homes well over 100 years old sit 3-4 feet from the street.
Travel lanes are too narrow to support large buses. There is no room to
widen any of the proposed routes in Corridor A to provide dedicated transit
lanes or to even to erect bus shelters on all but one of the proposed
routes. These conditions will not change in five or fifty years.
Both
the state of Virginia and the City of Alexandria have acknowledged the
safety issues associated with buses on Route IlPatrick and Henry streets.
On-street parking is a critical resource for homeowners, many of whom do
not have driveways. It also provides a critical safety buffer for both
residents and pedestrians from traffic and must not be sacrificed to the
interests of through commuters. The state of Virginia recognized the
safety impact of buses on Route 1 as early as 1935 when it denied an
application to operate a motor bus line on U.S. Route 1 because it "would
unduly endanger the life and property of the general public traveling over
this route." (Source: The Washington Post. 8 August 1935. p. 5.). In
a March 2011 email, Deputy City Attorney Christopher Spera highlighted
in
relation to Patrick and Henry streets the "impact of large vehicles on its

infrastructure and its residents, as well as vehicular and pedestrian
safety issues."
You are faced with a physical environment in which the
travel lanes are too narrow for buses, the roads are narrow and cannot be
expanded, and the street parking must remain. These factors are
immutable.
The three aforementioned groups have recognized these facts and
concluded
dedicated transit south of the Braddock Metro Station will not work now or
in the future. It is time to put an end to the uncertainty Corridor
residents face and end this. Amend the Transportation Master Plan to
remove all references to dedicated transit (BRT) in the southern portion of
Corridor A and stipulate the issue has been thoroughly studied and will not
be revisited.
Finally, I would like highlight that the text on page 6
(Consistency with Land Use and Small Area Plans: Corridor A) of Exhibit 1
(staff report) is misleading. I attended each and every one of the Braddock
Small Area Plan community meetings. The Braddock Metro Small Area
Plan
does not address any plans or base any of its assumptions on any
extension
of the Corridor A south of the Braddock Metro, which the staffs text in
the above referenced section of Exhibit 1 seems to imply. The only portion
of Corridor A addressed in the Braddock Metro Small Area Plan is the
northern portion, known as the CCPY transitway, which had already been
approved when Braddock Planning process was re-instituted in 2007. To
imply that the Braddock Plan endorses any dedicated transit in Corridor A
south of the Braddock Metro Station is misleading, if not downright
deceptive. The language in the staff report on this issue should not be
construed as setting precedent for any extension of BRT further south.

Thank you,
Heidi Ford
Attachment: ef873753aOb4cdOeff38923d9674207d.docx

Mayor Euille and Members of the City Council:
I am writing t o ask the you endorse the "no-build" consensus of the High Capacity Transitway Corridor
Working Group, the Transportation Commission, and the Planning Commission regarding Corridor A,
and t o correspondingly amend the City's Transportation Master Plan t o reflect the unanimous decision
that dedicated-lane transit south of the Braddock Metro Station in Corridor A has been thoroughly
studied and determined to be infeasible.
The 2008 Transportation Master Plan outlined three proposed transit corridors that it specifically
characterized as "conceptual in nature," (pp. 1-3, 1-4, 1-7) and which it states were developed for the
"purpose of identifying initial issues and concerns." (p. 1-3) The Plan further directs that "upon public
review and stakeholder input, one or more corridors may be identified as a priority to move forward in
the project development process." (p. 1-3)
The High Capacity Transitway Corridor Working Group that the City established fulfilled both of these
tasks. Its members thoroughly studied each Corridor, and for Corridor A, they unanimously concluded
there be no dedicated-lane high capacity transit on the portion of Corridor A south of the Braddock
Metro Station. Their decision has been reaffirmed by both the Transportation and Planning
Commissions. The unanimous consensus of these three groups reflects the recognition that dedicated,
high capacity transit is not feasible given the unique constraints and character of Old Town and West
Old Town.
The factors that constrain dedicated transit in Corridor A are physical, enduring realities, not transitory
trends. These factors are rooted in the historic nature and street grid of this part of Alexandria and will
not change. The street grid in Parker Gray and Old Town was well established by 1789. The stoops of
homes well over 100 years old sit 3-4 feet from the street. Travel lanes are too narrow t o support large
buses. There is no room to widen any of the proposed routes in Corridor A to provide dedicated transit
lanes or to even t o erect bus shelters on all but one of the proposed routes. These conditions will not
change in five or fifty years.
Both the state of Virginia and the City of Alexandria have acknowledged the safety issues associated
with buses on Route l/Patrick and Henry streets. On-street parking is a critical resource for
homeowners, many of whom do not have driveways. It also provides a critical safety buffer for both
residents and pedestrians from traffic and must not be sacrificed t o the interests of through
commuters. The state of Virginia recognized the safety impact of buses on Route 1as early as 1935
when it denied an application t o operate a motor bus line on U.S. Route 1because it "would unduly
endanger the life and property of the general public traveling over this route."
(Source: The Washington Post. 8 August 1935. p. 5.). In a March 2011 email, Deputy City Attorney
Christopher Spera highlighted in relation to Patrick and Henry streets the "impact of large vehicles on its
infrastructure and its residents, as well as vehicular and pedestrian safety issues."
You are faced with a physical environment in which the travel lanes are too narrow for buses, the roads
are narrow and cannot be expanded, and the street parking must remain. These factors are
immutable. The three aforementioned groups have recognized these facts and concluded dedicated
transit south of the Braddock Metro Station will not work now or in the future. It is time t o put an end
t o the uncertainty Corridor residents face and end this. Amend the Transportation Master Plan t o
remove all references t o dedicated transit (BRT) in the southern portion of Corridor A and stipule the
issue has been thoroughly studied and will not be revisited.

Finally, I would like highlight that the text on page 6 (Consistency with Land Use and Small Area Plans:
Corridor A) of Exhibit 1(staff report) is misleading. I attended each and every one of the Braddock Small
Area Plan community meetings. The Braddock Metro Small Area Plan does not address any plans or
base any of its assumptions on any extension of the Corridor A south of the Braddock Metro, which the
staffs text in the above referenced section of Exhibit 1seems to imply. The only portion of Corridor A
addressed in the Braddock Metro Small Area Plan is the northern portion, known as the CCPY
transitway, which had already been approved when Braddock Planning process was reinstituted in 2007.
To imply that the Braddock Plan endorses any dedicated transit in Corridor A south of the Braddock
Metro Station is misleading, if not downright deceptive. The language in the staff report on this issue
should not be construed as setting precedent for any extension of BRT further south.
Thank you,
Heidi Ford
Alexandria, Virginia

Jackie Henderson
Dana Dishman <DDishmanVA@aol.com>
Tuesday, June 12,2012 3 5 5 AM
William Euille; Frank Fannon; Kerry Donley; Alicia Hughes; Del Pepper; Paul Smedberg;
Rose Boyd; Jackie Henderson; Rob Krupicka; Linda Owens; Elizabeth Jones
COA Contact Us: Bus Rapid Transit on Route 1
ATT00001.txt

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Time: [Tue Jun 12,2012 03:54:57] Message ID: [40004]

Issue Type: Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members
First Name: Dana
Last Name: Dishman
Street Address:

315 N. Patrick Street

City: Alexandria
State: Virginia
Zip: 22314
Phone: 703-836-4618
Email Address:

DDishmanVA@aol.com

Subject: Bus Rapid Transit on Route 1
Mayor Euille and members of the Alexandria City Council:
I am writing
with great concern regarding an issue that we thought was settled is
rearing it's ugly head once again.
On Tuesday, June 5 the Planning
Commission upheld the findings of two previous committees that the nobuild
option was the only possibility for Corridor A south of Braddock Metro.
Comments:
'The Planning Commission went one step further, and voted unanimously
to
remove references to future analysis or study of BRT on Patrick or Henry
Streets south of Braddock Metro from the City's Master Transportation
Plan.

I have been told that the City Council is holding a legislative
session on Wednesday, June 13 to discuss Corridor A again, with a public
hearing to follow on Saturday, June 16, and that there is a possibility

that some Council members may seek to override the Planning
Commission
decision.
A lot of the residents of the Route 1 Corridor have spent much
time going to meetings, walking the streets, and discussing this issue for
months, with great enthusiasm! If this issue is to continue to arise, then
the people have no say in our City government.
We are voting today on
City Council members. I would hope that the new City Council will have
the
ability to listen to it's constituents.
I am asking that you take our
the language from the Master Plan regarding the Route 1 Corridor and
end
the uncertainty.
Respectfully,
Dana N. Dishman
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Jackie Henderson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joseph Trahern <Joe-Trahern@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 11,2012 6:28 PM
William Euille; Frank Fannon; Kerry Donley; Alicia Hughes; Del Pepper; Paul Smedberg;
Rose Boyd; Jackie Henderson; Rob Krupicka; Linda Owens; Elizabeth Jones
COA Contact Us: NO-BUILD on Corrdor A
ATT00001.txt

Time: [Mon Jun 11,2012 18:28:06] Message ID: [39998]

Issue Type: Mayor, Vice Mayor, and Council Members
First Name: Joseph
Last Name: Trahern
Street Address: 425 N Patrick Street
City: Alexandria
State: VA
Zip: 22314
Phone: 7035662030
Email Address: Joe Trahern@vahoo.com
Subject: NO-BUILD on Corrdor A
Thank you for your service. I am writing to ask you to re-affirm the
decisions of the Planning Commission on the no-build option for Corridor
A.
They have reached that decision repeatedly and based on the evidence -this option makes no sense and is the brainchild of interests OUTSIDE of
Old Town and Alexandria. Those of us impacted take that very seriously
Comments: and
will appreciate the response of lawmakers who take their constituents'
interets to heart. Thank you very much for your attention to this matter,
and I look forward to your support of the findings of those who have
surveyed this issue most closely.
Joe

